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"Optimize" tab

Should I read the Quick
Start PDF or the site first?
Reading the PDF seems
to be the first step.

A

Move the PDF link and indicate
that it is a combination of all
steps in this guide
Read the
Methodology
change header from
"Optimize Quick Start" to
"Read the methodology"
in order to match the tab
Ready for
next page?

no

Oops, this is the same
content as the site.

A-1

A2-A4

yes

Optimize
Methodology

QuickStart PDF

Forums

B
Install Tracking
Code

Could pose this question in the
wizard here to save the user steps.
Hosting on
HubSpot?

no

B1
Settings > External
Site Traﬃc Logging

no

Is
webmaster?

yes

yes

send script and
instructions to
webmaster

insert script

It's telling me to go to
"Set up your URL" if I am
skipping this step. Where
is "Set up your URL"?

C
Install Lead
Tracking

I'm not sure which method to
choose. I'll click the link to "Guide:
Implement Lead Tracking in
HubSpot" to find the right method.

This page isn't telling me
what I am looking for, but
it seems the links will.

C-1
Implement Lead
Tracking in
HubSpot

Look for "Convert
> Lead Manager"

There is no
"Lead Manager"
under "Convert".
Only "Leads".

C-2
I'm not sure if I should use
HubSpot landing pages or
create my own. Can I
customize the look of a
HubSpot landing page?
How do I find out from my
webmaster if he can create
landing pages easily?

I don't have any ad
campaigns yet.

Lead Tracking
Wizard

Move the Lead
Tracking step to last.

C-3
Landing Page
Wizard

auto-resize images to fit
in narrow column

Allow the user to click on the image
placeholder to upload an image.
Save tracking URL
for use in e-mails
or ad campaigns

D
Pick your
Keywords

no

D-1
Guide: Keyword
Research

understand
enough about
keywords?

yes

D-2

D-3

Video:
Understanding
Keyword
Relevance

Keyword Grader

Add Keywords

D-4
Keyword
Suggestion

Have enough
keywords?

no

yes

E
Optimize 2 Pages

no

Selected 2
pages to
optimize?

yes

E-1
Page Grader

Let's take a look at the highest
ranked pages in detail.

What gives some inbound
links a higher link grade?

Sort by Page
Grade

E-1-A
Page Grader Detail
(Single Page View)
Could use a "flag page"
feature for the
user's note-keeping

Okay, this page could be
optimized better.
Note page to
optimize

a "Suggested Keywords"
feature in the Page Grader
could eliminate this step.

no

Picked
keywords to
use?

yes

E-2
Keyword Grader
Is webmaster?

no

Key
I need an easy way to send
this to my webmaster.

Link

Send pages,
keywords, and
instructions to
webmaster

abc

Insert keywords in
appropriate places

Create a way to export a
pre-filled form like the
On-Page SEO Template XLS.

Page
1

yes

Page Number
Integrate with the manager's
workflow (BaseCamp tasks?
Work orders? Invoices?).

Page Name
Page Stack

Check keyword
placement

Condition
Connector
Action

Where are the pages
I just optimized?

E-1

Could highlight recently
optimized pages.

Page Grader

User's Thought
Design Suggestion

Select more pages
to optimize

no

Need to
adjust?

yes

